
Meet Entry Policy 

As in any other youth sport, members of the team are expected to compete in all meet events they are scheduled for. We 
understand there are other commitments and athletes will not always be able to attend every meet.  In order to streamline 
our Meet Entry process and limit direct expenses to parents, we have extended the ability for our parents to declare their 
intentions to attend swim meets listed on the meet schedule for their group in advance. Parents or swimmers must log into 
Team Unify and declare their intentions for any meets on their schedule. This must be done by the indicated deadline for 
each meet. 

Wisconsin Swimming requires a pre-season meet reservation before the start of the meet season. SWAT is required to 
estimate how many swimmers and number of events needed at a given meet and a nonrefundable deposit for that 
reservation is mailed to the hosting team. If we don’t meet our reservation totals, SWAT loses that reservation money. 
Therefore, on meets that our team does not reach our meet reservation total, swimmers that failed to declare by the 
indicated deadline may be entered by coaches and will be billed accordingly even if you do not show up at the meet. If we met 
our reservation total, and you failed to declare by the deadline, your swimmer will not be entered in that meet. If the 
swimmer/family misses a deadline for a SWAT hosted meet, we will do all we can to get the swimmer entered. SWAT does not 
have the same flexibility with meets hosted by other teams – we must adhere to the deadlines imposed by the host team.  
SWAT swimmers will be charged to swim at home meets. Our team is often a large percentage of the swimmers that make up 
a meet. This limits the amount of entries we can accept from other teams who pay to participate at our meets. If we have 
swimmers who decide not to attend, that leaves gaps where we could have placed paying participants. We want to encourage 
our swimmers and parents/guardians to attend away meets so that our swimmers are taking advantage of all of the 
opportunities available to them. 

All Meet Declarations must be done through the Team Unify website. We want our coaches to focus on coaching; we will not 
accept opt-outs through email, phone, or verbal, on deck messages to the coaches. Additionally, we will not accept dispute 
emails with regards to meet entry fees that indicate an opt-out was communicated directly to a coach or other SWAT staff 
members. The coaches take considerable time to review/approve your entries and determine appropriate events for your 
swimmers. We give you the option to select events, and on multi day meets, you must use the NOTES area to indicate any 
days you are unavailable to swim – even if you have already selected events – ie: Saturday events, use NOTES to indicate “ 
Saturday Only”  The declaration process is quite easy and there should be no issues if you follow the guideline and declare 
promptly.  
 
When swimmers are entered into events, SWAT pays the host team these fees up front. If your swimmer(s) does not swim 
due to illness or other issue you are STILL responsible for those meet entry fees as the host team does not reimburse us back 
for missed swims. These charges will not be removed from your account unless you can provide proof that you followed the 
proper declaration procedure. IE: Declared NO and used the NOTES area to indicate any days/meets not attending.  Always 
make sure you click on the SAVE button on the bottom of the meet declaration page for each of your swimmers.  

Your Meets & Declaration Dates: 
Each meet we attend will have designated Meet Landing Page under the red events tab on the home page.  Every meet will 
have a specific declaration deadline. Once the declaration date has passed, the system will not allow the athlete’s 
commitment status to be changed and the athlete will be entered in the meet and the account charged accordingly. Our 
deadlines are based 1 week prior to the host teams’ deadline so there is time to review coach approved entries and create 
relays. Please review the declaration dates ahead of time and plan accordingly for any meet you cannot attend. The SWAT 
office will make every effort to send out reminder emails regarding upcoming meet entry deadlines; however, families should 
not rely on reminders and should check the website regularly for upcoming deadlines and important team information.  
 
SWAT Hosted Meets:  
All families except brand new families joining for the first time that session will be required to help at a SWAT hosted meet or 
will be charged the buyout fee for missed sessions. QUESTIONS REGARDING JOBS/SIGNUPS SHOULD ONLY BE DIRECTED TO 
THE MEET VOLUNTEER COORDINATORS. Find current coordinators by clicking on the red tab on the home page title 
VOLUNTEERING. This page also reviews the session requirements for this season.  

 


